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Abstract. Recent advances in research methods and technologies have resulted
in an explosion of information and knowledge about cancers and their treatment.
Knowledge Discovery (KD) is a key technique for dealing with this massive amount
of data and the challenges of managing the steadily growing amount of available
knowledge. In this paper, we present the ACGT integrated project, which is to contribute to the resolution of these problems by developing semantic grid services in
support of multi-centric, post-genomic clinical trials. In particular, we describe the
challenges of KD in clinico-genomic data in a collaborative Grid framework, and
present our approach to overcome these difficulties by improving workflow management, construction and managing workflow results and provenance information.
Our approach combines several techniques into a framework that is suitable to address the problems of interactivity and multiple dependencies between workflows,
services, and data.
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Introduction
Recent advances in research methods and technologies have resulted in an explosion of
information and knowledge about cancers and their treatment. The ability to characterize
and understand cancer is growing exponentially based on information from genetic and
protein studies, clinical trials, and other research endeavours. The breadth and depth of
information already available in the research community at large, present an enormous
opportunity for improving our ability to reduce mortality from cancer, improve therapies
and meet the demanding individualization of care needs [1,2]. Because our knowledge
of this domain is still largely rudimentary, investigations are now moving from being
hypothesis-driven to being "data-driven" with analysis based on a search for biologically
relevant patterns.
While these opportunities exist, the lack of a common infrastructure has prevented
clinical research institutions from being able to mine and analyze disparate data sources.
Moreover, clinical researchers or molecular biologists often find it hard to exploit each
other’s expertise due to the absence of a cooperative environment which enables the sharing of data, resources or tools for comparing results and experiments, and a uniform plat-

form supporting the seamless integration and analysis of disease-related data at all levels
[2]. Similarly, the lack of a unifying architecture is proving to be a major roadblock to
a researcher’s ability to mine different databases. The vision of the Advancing ClinicoGenomic Trials on Cancer (ACGT) integrated project is to contribute to the resolution
of these problems by developing a semantic grid services in support of multi-centric,
post-genomic clinical trials, and thus enabling discoveries in the laboratory to be quickly
transferred to the clinical management and treatment of patients. In achieving such an
objective, extensive use of ontologies and metadata are required. This will be provided by
developing a master ontology on cancer and implementing suitable metadata registries,
which provide semantically rich information about available data and computational services.
In this paper, we present our approach on how to improve the support for KD in a
grid environment, in particular with respect to the requirements put up by the domain
of post genomic clinical trials. While we are focusing on the data miner’s view on data
analysis, we always keep in mind the cross-disciplinarity of the research field (indeed,
we will see that a thorough domain understanding and interaction with the end-user is
a crucial aspect of data mining). The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 1 gives an overview over the field of KD and lists several requirements that are
not satisfactorily supported by current Grid environments. Section 2 gives an overview
of the ACGT architecture and an assortment of techniques to improve the support for
KD within existing Grid architecture are presented. Section 3 gives an overview of the
related work and Section 4 concludes.

1. Knowledge Discovery
Knowledge Discovery has been described as "the non- trivial process of identifying valid,
novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data" [12]. A model
for a typical data mining process has been proposed by the CRISP project [11]. An
interactive, iterative nature of the process is generally characterized as a main property
of data mining, see e.g. [13]. The reason is that data mining has an experimental nature,
meaning that often several approaches are tried out in parallel before the best one is
selected.
1.1. Knowledge Discovery in Clinico-Genomic Data
Data mining methodology and technology has been developed to date for classical business, finance, and customer-oriented application domains. Such domains are characterized by the availability of large quantities of data in an attribute-value based representation, high ratio of examples over attributes in the data sets, and weak background knowledge about the underlying entities and processes.
For biomedical data these conditions do not hold. With high-throughput technologies like microarrays or mass-spectrometry, masses of genomic/proteomic data are produced – about 10 4 gene, or mass/charge (m/Z) features per patient. In addition, legal, ethical and practical limitations make it cumbersome to acquire a high number of patients in
a clinical trial – a typical (preclinical) cohort may contain only about 100-200 patients.
Under these conditions, standard statistical methods are likely to over-fit the structures

in the data, such that a high amount of domain knowledge is needed to guide the analysis
and guarantee the validity of the extracted knowledge [3].
It follows that the challenges of KD in bio-medical data differs significantly from the
original problems of data analysis that prompted the development of Grid technologies:
instead of the analysis of huge data sets, the problem here lies in the analysis of many
small data sets with a plethora of possible analysis workflows. The central factor here is
to make effective use of the distributed knowledge of the involved research communities
in order to compensate the low statistical significance which results from small sample
sizes. Valuable kinds of knowledge include:
• Knowledge about the semantics of the data: it is well known that in data mining finding an optimal representation of the data is central for obtaining good results. That is, great care must be taken in the step of pre-processing, e.g. feature
selection and construction [8].
• Knowledge about the plausibility of results: when there is not enough statistical
information about the validity of a hypothesis, one can look for external evidence
for or against this hypothesis in the scientific literature, where usually much more
knowledge is available than what is encoded in the specific data set. To make use
of this knowledge, the interpretability of the models must be ensured [14], and
text mining technologies [16] must be incorporated.
• Knowledge about analysis workflows,in particular about which workflow is optimal for a given problem. This problem is an instance of the field of workflow
mining [9] and related approaches [10].
Therefore, the main challenge for KD in clinico-genomic data is the sharing of
knowledge, either in the form of the integration of existing knowledge to design and select appropriate analysis tools, or to manage the discovered knowledge in order to make
it available to the research communities. In particular, the following five requirements
for a workflow-based environment have to be met:
• Data is central: workflow execution gives a central position to the services that
process the data and not to the data itself. The reason is that usually these functions
remain constant, while the data they are executed on varies from execution to
execution. In KD, however, the fixed point is the data set which is to be analysed.
Several functions can be executed on the data set to solve the research question,
and it is not a-priori clear which approach (workflow) will be optimal. The analyst
will typically execute a large variety of functions on the same data set, and readily
discard any approach that fails to answer his question. Hence, data and results
should play a much more prominent role in workflow construction for KD than in
usual approaches.
• The need to support interactivity: as stated before, KD is inherently an interactive
process. Workflow enactment must support this nature of the process in order to
match the trial-and-error way of working in data analysis. For example, a typical
step in KD is to check the intermediary results of a workflow and then decide
whether to continue the workflow or to modify it and re-start the analysis.
• Managing dependencies between discovered knowledge and experiments: as a result from the data- and hypothesis-driven working style, several data sets, workflows, workflow executions, and results will be generated during a single KD
process. Traditionally, it is the responsibility of the analyst to keep track of all

these instances and their relationships, e.g. which workflow generated which result, what methods have been tried out on a data set, etc. With the possibilities of
collaborative and massively parallel data analysis on the grid, keeping track of all
these dependencies becomes infeasible if it is not automatically supported by the
system.
• Mining-specific provenance information and meta data needs to be supported.
Important information that relates to data mining are for example the mapping of
services to stages in the CRISP process, a description of data in terms of its role in
the mining process (e.g. input data, transformed data, model), the relation between
different results (A is better than B), and information about the applicability of
services to relevant data types (e.g. nominal, or numeric values, text data, images).
• Support of building blocks: it can often be found that a certain sequence of operators that is part of a workflow is meaningful on its own, for example because
it corresponds to a phase in the CRISP model, or because a certain operator cannot be applied without a fixed sequence of pre-processing steps. In these cases,
a method for the composition of a sequence of services into a single service that
can be appropriately marked up and retrieved by a semantic discovery method is
very useful.
In the following chapter, we will propose approaches to meet these requirements
based on existing Grid architectures.

2. Architecture
The current state of the art architectural style for building distributed applications is the
so called Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) where the building block is the notion of
Services. A service is usually defined as “a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network” 1 typically using SOAP as the
communication protocol for exchanging XML messages complying to an agreed contract expressed in WSDL. The SOA methodology has been also adopted by the Grid
computing community and we currently see a convergence of Web Services and Grid
Services in the context of Open Grid Service Architecture [27]. An architecture based
on services and their interactions has therefore being defined for the development of the
ACGT infrastructure. An overview of this layered architecture is depicted in Figure 1.
In the general ACGT environment the workflow authoring and management tasks
play a central role to support the KD process. Therefore, a more detailed architecture
has been defined to support the publication, discovery, invocation, and management of
workflows and it will be further elaborated during the course of the project. Based on the
discussion in Section1 we have come up with the following approaches:
2.1. Workflows as services
The Workflow Management Coalition (WFMC) defines a workflow as "The automation
of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks
are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural
1 http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-arch/
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Figure 1. An overview of the ACGT architecture

rules". In other words a workflow consists of all the steps and the orchestration of a set
of activities that should be executed in order to deliver an output or achieve a larger or
more sophisticated goal. In essence a workflow can be abstracted as a composite service,
i.e. a service that is composed by other services that are orchestrated in order to perform
some higher level functionality. This idea will be further extended and become concrete
during the ACGT project.
On the practical side we are planning to support the implementation of a service that
accepts a workflow description in some workflow description language and automatically
generates a WSDL that describes this workflow. This will make the workflows easily
accessible and reused from the rest of the ACGT environment using familiar web services
technologies.
2.2. Ontologies and Semantic Descriptions
The importance of annotation of services and workflows with semantic descriptions cannot be overemphasized. An adequate and convenient way of annotating workflows with
metadata is of paramount importance for their posterior discovery among repositories of
useful workflows based on their purpose, internals and field of application characteristics.
In trying to respond to this need in ACGT we are developing a domain ontology
for cancer research that will enable the semantic integration of data and services. This
ACGT Master Ontology will serve as a common reference for concepts related to cancer
and their relationships that is both, human-understandable and machine-understandable.
In addition to the Master Ontology another ontology specific for the description of the
services details is needed. This Service Ontology is necessary for the description of the
data formats, the service functionalities, provenance information, and so on. These issues
have already been tackled in the myGrid project [30] and we will base our implementation on their work.
2.3. Data as services
In a scientific workflow data is the information that flows between services and triggers
their execution and also the final outcome of a workflow execution. In addition to workflows being services we also promote the modeling of data, be it intermediate or final

results of a workflow, as services. We consider this approach to be feasible, since each
data source that is somehow accessible can be considered as a service that when invoked
returns the data that it encapsulates. This is a common phenomenon in the World Wide
Web where accessing a HTTP URI does not usually disclose if the retrieved content is
dynamically generated by some web service or not.
It is also desirable, since the handling of data as basic services will enable a unified
approach for the integration of data and services into workflows. This means that we can
have the same infrastructure for annotating, searching, matching, and composing data,
services, and workflows. It also means that data are "first class citizens" in the ACGT
environment and not just the channels of communication between the services.
2.4. Breakpoints
In order to improve the interactivity of Grid workflows, we propose the implementation
of a so-called Breakpoint Service. The task of this service when it is executed is to store
the state of the workflow execution (e.g. the intermediate results, the execution’s control
point) as a continuation [39] to a user-specific data repository. It will then construct a new
continuation workflow that starts with extracting this input data from the data repository
and continue with the workflow that the Breakpoint Service is a part of. This new workflow will be entered into the workflow repository, with appropriate information linking it
to the workflow data and the original workflow it was derived from, and converted into a
service to allow an easy access. Finally, the Breakpoint Service will suspend the running
workflow.
When the user is notified that his initial workflow has stopped (which will be
done by the usual Grid management services), he can then look for the new workflowrepresenting service (using the usual semantic service discovery and notification services) and decide to inspect the intermediate results of the workflow from his data repository, continue the workflow, i.e. execute the newly constructed continuation workflow,
load the continuation workflow into the workflow editor to make appropriate changes,
or load the original workflow into the workflow editor to make appropriate changes and
restart.
In this way, a significant extension of the interactivity and flexibility of workflows
can be achieved within existing architectures.
2.5. Hyperlinked Provenance Information
Provenance information is the key to organizing information in a collaborative, Gridbased system. This becomes an even greater necessity when improved interactivity can
result in changing workflows on the fly and cloning running workflows to explore alternatives in parallel. A hyperlinked presentation of information has been proposed as a
tool for better supporting the collaboration in scientific communities [15]. In combination with the idea of representing data as services and workflows as services, provenance
information can be viewed as a graph of services, with edges representing several types
of provenance. For example, edges can represent the relations “produced-by”, “part-of”,
“derived-from”, “input-of” etc.
The user can navigate in such a graph just like surfing the web, where each service
corresponds to a web page, which could be available in different representations to adapt

to the needs of different user groups, and edges correspond to links. Each entity (e.g.
service, data) is identified by a HTTP URI to provide identification, retrieval, and linking
facilities for constructing a web of data and metadata in accordance with the Semantic
Web vision [37].
The employment of this prototypical web of provenance information on the ubiquitous infrastructure of World Wide Web will have the advantage of user familiarity while
offering a basis for more advanced features such as a bridge to the Semantic Web through
GRDDL [34] transformations for example.

3. Related Work
A practical approach to provide standard data mining services across a Grid infrastructure is the integration of standard statistical and data mining toolkits, such as Weka [4]
or R [5]. This approach was followed by the DataMiningGrid project 2, which focused
on facilitating large-scale, distributed data mining operations, but less to support interconnected data mining tasks as they are prominent in the analysis of biomedical data.
Hence, this project needs to be complemented with user-oriented services to structure
and manage data mining results.
The Smart Tea project [18] and its successor myTea [19], have introduced the concept of an electronic lab book. The idea is to bridge the gap between workflow execution
on the grid and work done in the lab in order to enable meaningful interrogation of the
process and controlled sharing of the results. Other authors have proposed approaches for
linking and browsing lab information as well, most notable the approach for provenance
information in the myGrid project [21,20].
IDEA [17] is an Intelligent Discovery Assistant, which provide users with systematic enumerations of valid KD processes, and effective rankings of these valid processes
by different criteria, to facilitate the choice of KD processes to execute. It is based on
an ontology of KD operators, which guides the combination of services into valid workflows. In contrast to the ACGT approach, IDEA does not make use of a refined ontology
on the data, because it is meant to be a general-purpose tool and it cannot be assumed
that such an ontology exists.
The Mining Mart system [10] focusses on setting up and re-using best-practice cases
of preprocessing data stored in very large databases. A meta-data model named M4 is
used to declaratively define and document both, all steps of such a pre-processing chain
and all the data involved. The idea of Mining Mart is to publish best-practice cases on
the internet. However, the system only contains information about the workflows, not
about models, because the system was developed in a business context, where models
are usually private information
There is a lot of research in the area of workflows and service composition. There
are plenty of available tools for authoring scientific workflows in the Grid [28,26,29]
with different characteristics supported by each of them [35].
In myGrid’s Taverna Workbench 3 services can be annotated with semantic descriptions based on ontologies and later discovered based on these descriptions. The myGRID
ontology [30] will be used also in our work but in linkage with our specific domain ontol2 http://www.datamininggrid.org/
3 http://sourceforge.net/projects/taverna

ogy for cancer. The information about the workflows, their enactment, and provenance is
kept in the myGrid Information Repository (mIR) which is a UDDI compliant registry.
The provenance logs are also annotated with concepts from the domain ontology and a
web of provenance documents, services, and workflows can be built [21]. The sharing
and reuse of workflows in myGrid has recently been enabled by the design of myExperiment4. In our case the hyperlinked provenance information is based on the semantic
web approach where each identified entity is given a URI that can be “dereferenced” and
easily retrieved by both humans and software. Nevertheless, the general concepts are the
same and we are investigating methods for reusing parts of the myGrid infrastructure .
Continuations have been proposed in the past as a means for maintaining conversational state in web interactions [38]. The applicability of continuations in workflow
enactment has also been described in the past [40] but to our knowledge there are few
workflow tools to support them (e.g. BpmScript 5 ). An interaction capability has been
recently added to the Taverna workbench through the Interaction Service. An interaction
service when invoked sends an e-mail to the user with the information needed to stop or
continue the workflow by the means of HTTP links.
For the semantic annotation of services we consider OWL-S 6 to be highly relevant,
since it can be used to describe workflows as “composite processes” through its process
model. OWL-WS ("OWL for Workflows and Services") [36] is a workflow and service
ontology supported by the NextGRID project that is based on OWL-S with various extensions to provide advanced features like the abstract definition of workflows so that a
task’s bindings (endpoints, etc.) can be specified/located at run time, and higher order
workflows so that a task can have a workflow as input and return another workflow as
output. Finally the semantic annotation of WSDL [41] is a way to put inline references
to user specified ontologies in the WSDL documents. Although the combination of data
and metadata in a single entity has clear advantages, we don’t consider the current breed
of tools to be mature enough to support this “intrusive” approach.

4. Conclusions
Knowledge discovery in clinico-genomic data exhibits interesting challenges for workflow management and execution, which are not fully supported by current Grid workbenches. We have presented an overview of the roadmap in the ACGT project with regards to the KD process in clinico-genomic data using workflows. We propose the combination of several Grid techniques in order to provide an interactive, easy-to-use, yet
expressive environment that supports the needs of both domain scientists, e.g. clinicians
and biologists, and data miners. These techniques will be further extended and realized
in the course of the project taking into account the prior art in the relevant fields of
workflow management and enactment and the semantic composition of services while
following the user requirements elicitation process.
4 http://www.myexperiment.org/
5 http://www.bpmscript.org/
6 http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/
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